The potential of light therapy in Parkinson’s disease
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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease is a movement disorder with cardinal signs of resting tremor, akinesia, and rigidity. These manifest after a progressive death of many dopaminergic neurons of the midbrain. Unfortunately, the progression of this neuronal death has proved difficult to slow and impossible to reverse despite an intense search for the specific causes and for treatments that address the causes. There is a corresponding need to develop approaches that regulate the self-repair mechanisms of neurons, independent of the specific causes of the damage that leads to their death. Red to infrared light therapy (λ=600–1,070 nm) is emerging as an effective, repair-oriented therapy that is capable of stabilizing dying neurons. Initially a space-age anecdote, light therapy has become a treatment for tissue stressed by the known causes of age-related diseases: hypoxia, toxic environments, and mitochondrial dysfunction. Here we focus on several issues relating to the use of light therapy for Parkinson’s disease: 1) What is the evidence that it is neuroprotective? We consider the basic science and clinical evidence; 2) What are the mechanisms of neuroprotection? We suggest a primary mechanism acting directly on the neuron’s mitochondria (direct effect) as well as a secondary, supportive mechanism acting indirectly through systemic systems (indirect effect); 3) Could this be effective in humans? We discuss the pros and cons of this treatment in humans, including the development of a new surgical method of delivery; and 4) What are the advantages of using light therapy? We explore the features that make this therapy a promising potential treatment. In summary, early evidence indicates that light regulates specific neuronal functions and is neuroprotective in animal models of Parkinson’s disease. The stage is set for detailed and rigorous explorations into its use on Parkinson’s disease patients, in particular, whether light slows the disease progression rather than simply mitigating signs.
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Introduction

The current “gold standard” treatments for Parkinson’s disease are very effective at attenuating the motor signs, at least initially. However, they do not reliably slow the progression of the disease; neurons continue to die during the course of treatment. The discovery of new therapeutic approaches that offer neuroprotection against parkinsonian insult is therefore paramount. In this context, several recent studies in animal models of Parkinson’s disease, as well as other models of disease (eg, retinal degeneration, stroke, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease), have reported that red to infrared light therapy (λ=600–1,070 nm; referred to forthwith as light therapy) can be neuroprotective. There is real potential for the development of light therapy as a treatment option for Parkinson’s disease patients – one that slows the ongoing neuronal death and progression of the disease.
Overview of Parkinson’s disease

Parkinson’s disease is a slow, progressive disorder that affects ∼1% of people over the age of 55–60 years. It has distinct cardinal signs of resting (pill-rolling) tremor, lead-pipe rigidity (increased muscle tone), akinesia (difficulty in initiating and stopping movement), and/or bradykinesia (slowness of movement). These signs manifest as a consequence of degeneration of pigmented dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) of the basal ganglia; there is also some limited dopaminergic neuronal loss in other nuclei, including the ventral tegmental area and retrolubral field. Degeneration of the SNc dopaminergic neurons, thought to be in the range of 50%–85%, leads to a substantial reduction in the levels of dopamine in other regions of the basal ganglia, in particular the stratum. This, in turn, leads to the generation of abnormal neuronal activity in certain basal ganglia nuclei, for example, the subthalamic nucleus and the globus pallidus, which then manifests as the distinct signs of the disease.

The disease has an insidious onset. There is evidence that it may be caused by exposure to a neurotoxin, for example, paraquat, rotenone, 6 hydroxydopamine, or methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP). This exposure may have occurred well before the onset of clinical signs since compensatory mechanisms such as sprouting of new dopaminergic branches in stratum have been shown to delay clinical manifestation. Indeed, animal models that involve exposure to these and other toxins reproduce many of the parkinsonian signs and pathological features. There is also evidence, in a small number of cases (10%–15%), that defective genes (eg, parkin, PINK1, SNCA [that encodes the synaptic protein alpha-synuclein]) contribute to the development of Parkinson’s disease. Further, there are several transgenic animal models of the disease which, as with the toxin-induced models, display many Parkinson-like features.

The mechanisms underpinning the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons, whether after toxic insult or genetic defect, have come under much scrutiny in recent years. It is clear that mitochondrial dysfunction plays a central role in the process. Mitochondria are the “engine rooms” of neurons – they produce energy in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) that fuels neuronal function. Under certain conditions, for example in ageing or after toxic insult genetic defect, there is a progressive accumulation of mutations in mitochondrial DNA that reduces mitochondrial efficiency and ATP yield. This process leads to an increase in toxic reactive oxygen species, generating oxidative stress and subsequent neuronal degeneration. A rather common feature of neurodegeneration is the development and accumulation of abnormal proteins, such as alpha-synuclein within the neurons. This protein is a major constituent of Lewy bodies, found in particular in Parkinson’s disease. Further exacerbating the degenerative process are glutamate excitotoxicity, inflammation, and glial cell activation. The glutamatergic inputs to the dopaminergic neurons, particularly those from the subthalamic nucleus, become overactive in Parkinson’s disease, and the excessive glutamate promotes mitochondrial defects within the dopaminergic neurons. Under normal conditions, glial cells, both microglia and astrocytes, support neuronal function, but in the adverse parkinsonian condition, they become reactive and toxic to neurons, generating a sustained local inflammation within the SNc.

Current therapies for Parkinson’s disease

The current treatment option for most patients with Parkinson’s disease is dopamine replacement drug therapy, followed by surgery in selected patients. The basic strategy of each treatment is simple: dopamine drug therapy aims to replace the dopamine lost from the system, while surgery aims to correct the abnormal function of the basal ganglia circuitry caused by the loss of the dopamine. The surgical option is usually recommended to patients after the efficacy of drug treatment lessens (see Surgical treatment section below) or when the disease has progressed sufficiently. Both of these main treatments provide symptomatic relief (ie, treat the signs that characterize the disease). They will each be discussed briefly below.

Dopamine drug therapy

Dopamine replacement drug therapy can work in one of three ways. First, it can increase the amount of dopamine available in the brain. Levodopa (L-Dopa) is a precursor to dopamine and is often used as first-line treatment. While highly efficacious at reducing motor signs initially, its efficacy tapers with prolonged use. For example, over time (ie, 5–8 years), involuntary movements of the upper limbs (dyskinesias) develop when plasma levels of L-Dopa are high (“on” time) due to dysregulation of the striatal dopaminergic receptors. Second, some drugs – dopamine agonists such as bromocriptine and apomorphine – mimic the action of dopamine, activating dopamine receptors of neurons in the striatum directly. While generally not as effective as L-Dopa, dopamine agonists are associated with fewer motor complications (ie, dyskinesias) and may be the first-line treatment choice in...
younger patients. Finally, other drugs – monoamine oxidase type B inhibitors such as selegiline and rasagiline – help stop the breakdown of dopamine at the synapse, increasing its availability to the postsynaptic neurons.

In general, these drug treatments have very good early symptomatic effects, but their longer-term neuroprotective or disease modifying effects are far from clear. For example, although drugs such as selegiline and rasagiline have been tested as putative neuroprotective agents in clinical trials, their ability to actually stop neuronal death and slow the pathology of the disease has yet to be demonstrated.

Surgical treatment
Surgical intervention is reserved as a last-line treatment, after the efficacy of the drug therapy diminishes and side effects develop (eg, dyskinesias). The basic principle is to correct the abnormal activity of certain basal ganglia nuclei and motor thalamus, generated initially by the reduction of dopamine levels in the striatum. The nuclei targeted most commonly for intervention have been the motor nuclei of the thalamus, the globus pallidus, and in particular, the subthalamic nucleus, the efficacy of which extends to the “dopaminergic triad” of signs: tremor, akinesia, rigidity. Surgeons have used either destructive lesions or deep brain stimulation at high frequency (creating a “functional” lesion) to dampen the abnormal activity in these nuclei. These methods have been very effective in treating the motor signs of the disease in patients over long periods. Although there is some evidence in animal models that lesion or deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus is neuroprotective, by reducing glutamate excitotoxicity to the SNc, the evidence available in Parkinson’s disease patients is inconclusive. Due to its low morbidity, deep brain stimulation at high frequency is often proposed to patients earlier in their disease, when the medical treatment, although still efficient, does not provide them with satisfactory relief. The best time for surgery is before the patients have finished their professional activity or before their social and family life has been substantially altered.

In summary, the primary limitation with the current treatments for Parkinson’s disease in humans is that there is little evidence for neuroprotection; the treatments seemingly have little effect on slowing the pathology and preventing the ongoing neuronal death. Thus, there is an aching gap in the current management of Parkinson’s disease.

Putative neuroprotective treatments
In various animal models of the disease and in vitro, there have been a large number of treatments – too many to mention in detail here – that have been shown to be neuroprotective or “disease modifying.” Unfortunately such treatments have, for the most part, not progressed well at the clinical level. They are either presently at a very early phase of clinical trial, with no clear outcome or they have yielded mixed results after trial. These treatments vary greatly in approach, for example, changing the phenotype of neurons (gene therapy, introduction of viral vectors), introducing trophic factors that increase neuronal survival (eg, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor), stimulating neurogenesis, increasing patient exercise programs, and finally, changing dietary intake, for instance, using antioxidants (eg, coenzyme Q10), fish oil, and vitamin E.

Light therapy, specifically low-level laser therapy of red to infrared light, is an emerging, putative neuroprotective treatment that, as with the aforementioned treatments, is showing promise at the basic science level. It awaits rigorous exploration at the clinical level for Parkinson’s disease, but given its novel mode of application (see below; “What is light therapy and how does it offer neuroprotection”), we are very hopeful of positive outcomes for many patients. In the next section, we will explore in detail the basic science and clinical evidence for neuroprotection by light therapy in parkinsonian cases and consider its further use in Parkinson’s disease patients using a new method of application.

It should be noted that we use the term “light therapy” to refer specifically to red to infrared light (λ=600–1,070 nm). Light that includes wavelengths outside this range may actually be detrimental to cell survival. A recent study in rats has shown that continuous exposure to bright light, which includes a peak wavelength of ≈440 nm, results in a reduction in the number of dopaminergic neurons in the SNc. Indeed, it has been suggested that excess bright light exposure (ie, “polluted” light) may be a cause of Parkinson’s disease.

What is light therapy and how does it offer neuroprotection?
An intuitive reaction to the idea that light influences neuronal function and survival in the mammalian brain is that it is not possible, because the brain is encased in a cranium and meninges, covered with skin and muscle. Further, why would there be light-inducible protective mechanisms in tissue that is encased in such layers and hence presumably has little exposure to light? Perhaps the mechanisms evolved in epithelial tissues and therefore remain inducible in the neuroepithelium. In spite of these reservations, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that neurons are in fact influenced by light and, in particular,
that low-level laser therapy with red to infrared light induces neuroprotective responses. The neuroprotective efficacy of light has been demonstrated in animal models of retinal disease, traumatic brain injury, experimentally induced stroke, familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease. In humans, light therapy has been reported to improve cognition and emotional functions, together with performance in a range of clinical tests after ischemic stroke, brain trauma, depression, and in age-related macular degeneration. The fact that light therapy has been reported to be effective in so many different models of disease and in a range of neural systems suggests a common mechanism at play. Recent work indicates that light is effective in reducing neuronal death induced by apoptosis, but not necrosis. The pathway to apoptosis is likely to involve a critical decline in cellular energy production, which light may help to restore (see below; in this section). This mechanism may be common to all abovementioned conditions and is perhaps why light therapy has such broad potential applications.

The first applications of light therapy were with coherent-light sources (lasers), but effective therapy also has been reported recently with noncoherent light sources (light-emitting diodes [LED], eg, the WARP 10 LED; Quantum Devices, Barneveld, WI, USA). The optimal wavelengths required for therapeutic effects appear to lie within the range of 600–1,070 nm, with the longer wavelengths (eg, 810 nm, 830 nm, and 1,070 nm) having a greater depth of penetration through body tissues than the shorter ones within this range (eg, 670 nm), although the shorter ones have been used most commonly. Hence, unless stated otherwise, all the results below have been obtained using a 670 nm external LED device. The energy densities required for therapeutic effects vary greatly in the literature, ranging between ~1–60 joules/cm² (and power intensities between ~1–750 mW/cm²), although the majority of studies have used densities <10 joules/cm² and achieved positive outcomes.

The reviews by Rojas and Gonzalez-Lima and Chung et al provide thorough outlines of light stimulation protocols used by previous studies on brain and peripheral tissues. There are also some guidelines set by the World Association of Laser Therapy in April 2010, but they apply to peripheral tissues, not brain. Some clear guidelines for use in brain are very much needed; as noted by Quirk et al, the sooner the “hodgepodge” of application ceases the better.

The mechanisms that underpin the neuroprotective effects of light therapy are not entirely clear, but there appear to be two general modes of action (Figure 1). By far the most commonly studied mode of action is light acting directly on the neurons themselves, triggering intrinsic trophic factors. The light “boosts” mitochondrial function by increasing electron transfer in the respiratory chain and activating photoacceptors, such as cytochrome oxidase, resulting in increased ATP production and a reduction in apoptosis (see above, in this section). A second, emerging hypothesis relating to mode of action is that light may also trigger a more indirect, systemic response. Several studies have reported remote, often bilateral, effects on body tissues after local light application to, for example, skin wounds. Intriguingly, neuroprotection of the mouse brain has been demonstrated after application of light to the dorsum of the animal, with no direct irradiation of the head. While the mechanism remains unknown, it could involve the stimulation of one or more circulating molecules or cell types. One possibility is the stimulation of immune cells, for example mast cells and macrophages, could help neuroprotect cells in the brain. There may also be effects on inflammatory mediators, as light therapy is associated with downregulation of proinflammatory cytokines (γ-interferon, α-tumor necrosis factor) and upregulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin-4, interleukin-10). In addition, bone marrow-derived stem cells may also be involved; a series of studies has demonstrated that light exposure increases proliferation of c-kit-positive cells in the bone marrow and that, following myocardial infarction in rats, these cells are mobilized and recruited specifically to the site of damage where they contribute to a reduction in myocardial infarct size and ventricular dilatation. These cells, together with immune cells, may release trophic factors such as nerve growth factor and vascular endothelial growth factor that improve the function of dying (apoptotic) cells and aid in their survival. Such an indirect mechanism is similar to the so-called “abscopal” effect (Figure 1), where localized treatment of a tumor leads to not only a shrinking of the local tumor but also to shrinking of tumors far from the treated area. Finally, several groups have suggested that light promotes functional recovery by stimulating ventricular stem cells, promoting neurogenesis and neuronal migration.

It remains to be determined which of these mechanisms, direct or indirect, offers the neuroprotection, but we note that they are not mutually exclusive and that both may contribute to the process. As a working hypothesis, direct stimulation of the mitochondria, which is supported by the most compelling evidence (as described above), is likely to form the primary mechanism of protection by light therapy, while the indirect stimulation of immune and/or stem cells may form a secondary and supportive mechanism.
results in an animal model of Parkinson’s disease indicate that, although there is some neuroprotection of the brain after remote application of light therapy (eg, dorsum of body), the neuroprotection is not as great as when light therapy is applied directly to the head.\textsuperscript{71,72,78} In other words, neuroprotection is achieved with both direct and indirect irradiation, but the direct irradiation is the more effective.

\textbf{Basic science and clinical evidence for neuroprotection by light therapy in Parkinson’s disease}

The view from the dish: the in vitro evidence

The first studies to report the neuroprotective effects of light treatment were in vitro. Light therapy was shown to reduce
neuronal death, increase ATP content, and decrease levels of oxidative stress among rat striatal and cortical neurons after exposure to the parkinsonian toxins rotenone and 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridium (MPP+). In cultures of human neuroblastoma cells engineered to overexpress alpha-synuclein, light therapy has been reported to increase mitochondrial function and reduce oxidative stress after MPP+ exposure. Further, mitochondrial movement along axons in hybrid cells bearing mitochondrial DNA from Parkinson’s disease patients improves substantially after light therapy (810 nm, laser), with movement restored to near control levels.

The view from the animal model: the in vivo evidence

Cell survival

The pioneering in vitro findings led inevitably to in vivo explorations. To date, the impact of light therapy on dopaminergic neuronal survival has been examined in the well-known MPTP mouse model as well as in a transgenic mouse model (K369I) of Parkinson’s disease. In both acute and chronic MPTP models, light therapy saves many dopaminergic neurons from death; in many cases, the numbers of neurons in the light-treated animals are near control levels. Further, results are similar whether the therapy is applied at the same time or well after the insult, indicating that light therapy both protects healthy neurons against an insult and also rescues damaged neurons (self-repair) after the insult. The rescue of neurons is particularly relevant to the clinical reality of the parkinsonian condition, where individuals first suffer insult (and dopaminergic neuronal death) and then receive therapeutic intervention. In terms of mechanism, the protection and rescue of neurons by light is presumably due to an increase in ATP production. The increase in ATP before insult may help protect neurons from damage, while reducing the decline in ATP after the insult may help to rescue the dying neurons. In the K369I transgenic mouse model of frontotemporal dementia, which also shows a chronic and progressive degeneration of dopaminergic neurons in the SNc and parkinsonian signs, light therapy decreases oxidative stress and hyperphosphorylated tau and increases dopaminergic neuronal survival in the SNc.

Degree of neuroprotection

A common feature evident in most neuroprotection studies is that beneficial outcomes are far greater when the therapy is commenced earlier in the disease process. In other words, there is greater capacity to save neurons when there is less prior neuronal degeneration. This is certainly the case with light therapy. In the acute MPTP model, there is a greater proportion of neurons saved by light therapy following a milder MPTP regime compared to a stronger one. There may be a stage in the disease process, presumably at very late stages (or after a very strong toxin dose) and extensive neuronal death (eg, 70%-80%), when the neuroprotective effect of light therapy, as well as other treatments, becomes limited. Hence, the earlier the diagnosis and initiation of treatment, the better the neuronal survival and likely clinical outcome.

Neuroprotection among other dopaminergic neurons

Other groups of dopaminergic neurons, for example those in the retina, periaqueductal grey matter, and zona incerta-hypothalamus, are not as likely to be saved by light therapy after MPTP insult. The mechanisms that save dopaminergic neurons in the SNc from MPTP insult (see above; “What is light therapy and how does it offer neuroprotection”) are thus less effective in the other dopaminergic neurons. Clinically, light therapy may be more effective in the treatment of the central motor signs of the disease caused by SNc neuronal loss (eg, akinesia) than the nonmotor symptoms caused by a loss of other dopaminergic neurons (eg, sleep-wakefulness and vision).

Functional restoration

Not only does light therapy protect against the degeneration of dopaminergic neurons, but it also appears to restore functional activity to those neurons that are saved. For example, light therapy has been shown to correct abnormal neuronal activity generated by the parkinsonian condition. Using Fos immunohistochemistry (a well-established measure of neuronal activity), the overactivity of neuronal firing in the subthalamic nucleus and zona incerta (two key basal ganglia nuclei) characteristic of parkinsonian cases has been reported to be reduced substantially after light therapy. This reduction does not quite reach control levels, indicating that the restoration is partial, and has been attributed to the surviving SNc dopaminergic neurons being functionally active, continuing to produce and release dopamine at their terminals in the striatum. These early functional results could be built upon by further electrophysiological and pharmacological explorations.

Behavioral improvements

The restoration of functional activity in the basal ganglia by the surviving dopaminergic neurons manifests in
improved motor behavior. Previous studies have reported that light therapy improves various parameters of locomotive behavior, for example mobility and velocity, after MPTP treatment.\textsuperscript{52,86,79} It also delays disease progression and reduces the severity of the disease phenotype in transgenic mice expressing the A53T human alpha-synuclein mutation.\textsuperscript{67} In the MPTP-treated cases, the beneficial effects of light therapy are not immediate, being seen only after several doses of light over a period of 2–3 days.\textsuperscript{52,79} The mitochondria of the dopaminergic cells, after several treatments, may have been stimulated further to increase their activity and ATP production,\textsuperscript{65–68} thereby being better prepared to protect against the MPTP toxicity.\textsuperscript{79}

Does pigmentation limit benefits of light therapy? Moro et al\textsuperscript{79} have shown that the beneficial effects of light therapy after MPTP insult were, somewhat surprisingly, more evident in an albino mouse strain (Balb/c) than they were in a pigmented mouse strain (C57BL/6).\textsuperscript{79} When compared to albino mice, pigmented mice had a smaller increase in dopaminergic neuronal number and no improvement in locomotor activity in the light-treated compared to the untreated MPTP cases. They found that there was less penetration of light through fur overlying the cranium and brain in the pigmented mice compared to the albinos. Hence, they assumed that the melanin in the fur absorbed most of the light before it reached the brain.\textsuperscript{79} However, unlike the Moro et al study, DeSmet et al,\textsuperscript{86} and Whelan et al,\textsuperscript{52} reported improvements in mobility and velocity of movement in MPTP-treated pigmented mice (C57BL/6) after light treatment. One possible explanation for the differences in these studies is the use of a greater total light energy in the DeSmet et al and Whelan et al studies (8 and 30 joules/cm\textsuperscript{2}, respectively) relative to the Moro study (2 joules/cm\textsuperscript{2}). The greater energy presumably allowed for greater penetration of light to the brain and hence neuroprotection. In summary, pigmentation may limit penetration of light into the brain, but this can be overcome by using high energy doses of light or shaving the pigmented hair/fur before application.

Dose of light: how much does a neuron need for self-repair or protection? This issue has proved surprisingly difficult to define. At first thought, one would give as much light as possible to the neurons, so they can better resist the toxic insult or disease process by increasing ATP production (see above; “What is light therapy and how does it offer neuroprotection?”). However, empirical evidence suggests that this may not be the optimal strategy.\textsuperscript{67} Using a new optical fiber device that is implanted inside the brain to deliver light intracranially (see below), neuronal survival against MPTP insult was just as effective, if not marginally better, when light was applied in short pulses (eg, 360 seconds) compared to continuously (eg, 6 days). This phenomenon has been noted in other systems; light applied in short bursts (810 nm, laser) is more effective in treating traumatic brain injury and stroke than if applied continuously.\textsuperscript{41,43,68} Conversely, there are examples of single doses of light not being sufficient to elicit a neuroprotective effect, and that several doses over a period of 2–3 days are needed.\textsuperscript{52,68,79} It appears that light therapy has a threshold; the neurons need a certain level of exposure to reap the beneficial effects, but after that level is reached these benefits taper off.\textsuperscript{57,88} Its mechanism of action on mitochondrial activity, for example, has been likened to a “switch”, but the mechanism of this switch is not known (Glen Jeffery, University College London, personal communication May 2013). There is clearly much left to discover regarding the mechanism of action of light therapy.

The view from the human: the clinical evidence

Given these promising experimental results in animal models of the disease, there have been surprisingly few reports on the impact of light therapy in Parkinson’s disease patients. In fact, there have been no major clinical trials published to date, although two appear to be in progress through the GAAD Medical Research Institute and Quietmind Foundation. The Quietmind Foundation trial\textsuperscript{89} provides a linked to a YouTube video showing a Parkinson’s disease patient displaying improved movement and reduced tremor after transcranially directed application of light therapy (1,072 nm, laser), but few details are provided. There is a recent noncontrolled and nonrandomized clinical report indicating improvements in speech, cognition, freezing episodes, and gait after transcranial light therapy in parkinsonian patients.\textsuperscript{90} There are also some clinical reports suggesting improvements in parkinsonian “symptoms” in the majority of patients after light application utilizing an intranasal device.\textsuperscript{91–93} Finally, there is a rather serendipitous finding in one Parkinson’s disease patient who was treated with light (660 nm, laser) for a dental problem; this patient was reported to display a reduction in his parkinsonian signs following the light treatment.\textsuperscript{94} Hence, although these anecdotal and casual clinical observations are encouraging, they lack detail and rigor. Further, it remains far from clear whether light therapy is neuroprotective (stopping neuronal death)
and/or symptomatic (treating the motor signs) in humans. If neuroprotective, the saving of neurons would ultimately manifest in symptomatic improvements, yet it may turn out that light therapy is symptomatic only, with no neuroprotective effects. (This issue is explored further in the next section; “Could light therapy work in Parkinson’s disease patients?”). There is a need for a major, systematic, long-term clinical trial on the neuroprotective and symptomatic effects of light therapy on a large number of patients. Such a trial is certainly warranted given the scientific findings gleaned from experimental animals, together with the fact that light therapy is safe and simple to use (see below; “What would be the advantages of using light therapy”).

In summary, the evidence from basic science, gathered from a number of different laboratories, indicates that light therapy is to a certain extent neuroprotective, restores functional activity, and improves movement in various animal models of Parkinson’s disease. However, the clinical evidence is far sparser, prompting the need for a systematic, large-scale clinical trial of light therapy in patients.

**Could light therapy work in Parkinson’s disease patients?**

The big question that still remains is whether light therapy can be effective (neuroprotective and/or symptomatic) in humans. The answer is perhaps not simple. If the primary mechanism of action of light is direct mitochondrial stimulation of the damaged or diseased neurons (see above; “What is light therapy and how does it offer neuroprotection”), then there may be an issue with its therapeutic potential for Parkinson’s disease patients. While light penetration and dissipation are not a major consideration when there are few or no tissue barriers, as in the culture dish,37,45,95,96 the retina,38–41 or even in the mouse SNc (4–5 mm inside the skull),53,54 such issues may become prohibitive when light is required to penetrate a thick bony cranium, meninges, skin, and a large mass of intervening brain parenchyma (80–100 mm inside the skull) in order to reach the human SNc (Figure 2). Indeed, almost all the current clinical studies reporting the beneficial effects of light therapy in humans have been in cases where the target region is in the cortex, lying only 8–10 mm below the cranium,68 whether in patients suffering trauma (633 nm and 870 nm, LED),61 stroke (810 nm, laser),59,60 or depression (810 nm, LED).62 Structures lying much deeper in the human brain, such as the SNc, may be beyond the range of the externally applied light therapy.

This issue has been examined by several previous studies. It has been estimated that light reaches a depth of 20–30 mm from the cortical surface in rabbits (810 nm, laser),43 monkeys (670 nm, laser; personal observations), and humans (810 nm, laser),97 while a similar distance of ∼30 mm has been reported along the spinal cord in rats (810 nm, laser).73 However, there would be considerable attenuation and loss of power intensity from the bony surface and through the neural parenchyma. It has been reported that there is ∼90% attenuation of light signal inside the cranium of mice.53 Similar sets of values have been reported recently for human cadaver specimens.98 Further, De Taboada et al46 estimated that there would be a power density drop of >99% from the cortex to a depth of 18 mm in rats. In a recent report by Abdo et al99 in rats, the authors noted significant attenuation of light signal, with a power reduction of ∼90% at ∼1 mm depth from the cortex. Moro et al78 have noted that, although a light signal is detectable from across 10 mm of brain tissue, its intensity at this point is <1% of that emitted from the source. They estimated a 65% reduction of signal across each millimeter of brain.78 Hence, over a distance of 80–100 mm – the predicted distance between any externally applied light and the SNc in humans – the light signal would be extremely weak, perhaps undetectable.65,78,97

Taken together, these data indicate that transcranial light, even at the longer wavelengths and higher energy doses, may not reach deeper brain regions in effective doses, particularly regions deeper than ∼30 mm from cranial surface. This may present a limitation in the use of light as a long-term and reliable neuroprotective treatment in humans, particularly those suffering from Parkinson’s disease.50,78 While there may be some neuroprotection by light therapy via the indirect systemic effect, we suggest that it may not solely be enough to have a substantial impact in the SNc. In order for the light to have maximum neuroprotective effect, it may be necessary to place the light source within ∼30 mm of the diseased SNc neurons, within the brain itself, to stimulate the mitochondria directly. This could potentially also stimulate an indirect systemic effect; for example, by activating circulating immune cells in nearby blood vessels, providing the secondary, supportive neuroprotective mechanism of action.

Hence, there appears to be a need to develop effective methods of delivering strong light signal to deeper brainstem structures in humans. To this end, we are in the process of developing a novel intracranial light-optical fiber device to deliver light in regions near the SNc in order for diseased neurons to receive sufficient signal and subsequent neuroprotection (Figure 3). Our initial results in mice have shown that the light does not cause any toxic damage around the implant sites in the brain, and that the intracranially applied
light is indeed neuroprotective to dopaminergic SNc neurons against MPTP insult. We are currently using monkeys to undertake our first implants within the third ventricle, a site that lies close to the SNc (5–10 mm) and one that has been used for deep brain stimulation. In addition, this site is ideal because Parkinson’s disease is often a bilateral disease, and the placement of the optical fiber within the midline third ventricle ensures that the SNc of both sides will be irradiated. We are hopeful that our results in rodents and monkeys will provide the template for future clinical trials using this device in Parkinson’s disease patients.

Although light applied from an external source may not reach the SNc in humans and hence, we argue, have a limited neuroprotective effect, previous studies have reported that light still reaches the cortex and has at least symptomatic effects (Figure 2; see above in same section). If Parkinson’s disease patients were to receive transcranial light therapy from an external source, the abnormal activity of motor cortex may be restored to normal (eg, by decreasing overactivity and increasing underactivity in the different areas), thereby leading to improvements in movement. Further, if motor cortical activity is returned to normal, and...
because motor cortex projects heavily to the SNc, the activity of SNc might also return to normal, leading ultimately to a relief of motor signs. In this scenario, light therapy would be symptomatic, but not necessarily neuroprotective; its impact would be on part of the neural circuitry affected by the loss of dopaminergic neurons, rather than on the diseased dopaminergic neurons themselves. Hence, future clinical trials using an external source must carefully consider, perhaps by following patients over a number of years and using functional imaging methods, whether any improvements they observe are purely symptomatic or indeed due to neuroprotection of dopaminergic neurons.

In summary, although there may be symptomatic treatment, it appears unlikely that light therapy, when applied extracranially, can be neuroprotective to the human SNc. If, however, applied intracranially, in regions very close to the SNc, the diseased neurons may receive strong light signal and hence be neuroprotected. These issues can be addressed through carefully designed clinical trials.

**What would be the advantages of using light therapy?**

There would be several key advantages for the use of light therapy over current treatments for Parkinson’s disease. First and foremost, light therapy has the potential to be neuroprotective. A growing body of basic science evidence indicates that light therapy slows or stops the pathology of the disease (see above; “What is light therapy and how does it offer neuroprotection”), a feat not achieved by dopamine drug therapy, the current mainstay of treatment. There are some substances (eg, coenzyme Q10 and melatonin)

or methods (eg, deep brain stimulation at high frequency)

that have been shown to be neuroprotective in experimental animals, and light therapy certainly fits into this category. These are promising indications for a neuroprotective function in humans.

Second, light therapy is safe, and there are no reported side effects. Previous studies using external (eg, WARP-LED) or internal (eg, optical fiber device) methods to deliver light therapy at power intensities ranging from −1–700 mW/cm² have reported no adverse effect on brain tissue structure and function (810 nm, laser and 670 nm, LED).

While there is one report of some neuronal damage and negative behavioral outcomes in mice subjected to exceptionally high power intensity of 750 mW/cm², approximately one hundred times higher than the dose required to elicit a therapeutic response (eg, <10 mW/cm²), in general the impact of light on all body tissues examined thus far has been overwhelmingly positive.

Hence, these data indicate that when light is applied at therapeutic doses (and even well above these doses) it has little or no adverse effect on body tissues; there appears to be a large safety margin for this treatment. Unlike many of the current therapies used for Parkinson’s disease, particularly after prolonged use, light therapy has been reported to have no major side effects, even at doses well above the therapeutic window.

Third, treatment with light therapy would be simple. For effective neuroprotection of the SNc, the patient would require a minimally invasive surgical stereotactic procedure for the insertion of a light-optical device within the brain. This device would be linked to a battery source and pacemaker device (as with patients receiving deep brain stimulation), applying the light to the SNc when required. The procedural risks would be comparable to those of single electrode deep brain stimulation.

It should be noted that a potential disadvantage of light therapy is that it may not be effective in treating the nonmotor symptoms of the disease. As discussed, results in animal models indicate that dopaminergic neurons in regions outside of the SNc are less likely to be protected by light treatment after parkinsonian insult. However, these symptoms are minor compared to the striking motor signs of the disease.

In summary, light therapy compares favorably with, and has notable advantages over, the current treatments of Parkinson’s disease. It is fast developing into a treatment...
option that is not only safe and simple but moreover helps arrest the disease neuropathology.

Conclusions and implications of future therapy

Although very much in its infancy, with the bulk of results still at the basic science “proof of concept” stage, red to infrared light therapy has the potential to develop into a viable treatment option for patients with Parkinson's disease (and other neurodegenerative diseases). Light therapy would offer patients the advantage of neuroprotection, something that dopamine replacement drug therapy does not do. If light therapy was applied at early stages, for example at first diagnosis, it could potentially slow the progression of the disease by rescuing the critical neurons from damage and death. Consequently, over time, the greater survival of neurons would lessen the clinical signs of tremor, akinesia, and/or rigidity. Light therapy may not only be effective in slowing the progression of the disease, but also in treating the signs. Further, light therapy, because of its lack of side effects, is amenable to use in conjunction with other treatments. For example, patients may have light therapy with a reduced dose of dopamine drug therapy as a first line treatment. This would then prolong the efficacy of the drug therapy and ultimately delay the use of surgery and deep brain stimulation. There is so much to do in the further development of this treatment, but the therapeutic (neuroprotective and symptomatic) possibilities are many and the potential outcomes very exciting.
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